Abstract

Marriage is a sacred ceremony in the human life. Under the provisions of Article 2[1] of Law Number 1 of 1974 on Marriage stated that a marriage should be registered so that it will officially receive recognition from the state. But many people, especially the Muslims still prefer to perform marriages that are not officially registered with various reasons which is known as ‘kawin sirri’ in Indonesia. It is based on the public perception that ‘kawin sirri’ has been legally permitted by Islamic law. There is no regulation regarding the registration of marriages by Islamic law, only provision regarding *walimatul ursy’* (Islamic wedding reception). With today's technological advances, has emerged a new form of marriage called unregistered marriage by online (‘kawin sirri’ online) which is done remotely by using the Internet media. Unregistered Marriage by online existence raises new questions about its validity because under Islamic law, there is no regulation about marriage by online.
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